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A CHARACTERIZNION OF THE,T.II{VARIANT
OF A p-ADIC I-FUNCTION

TAUNo naBrsÄmYlÄ

1. Let p be aprime, and put q:p if p>2 and Q:4 if p:2. Consider the

Kubota-Leopoldt p-adrc Z-function Lo$,0) attached to an even non'principal

character 0. Write 0:XCo, where ar is the Teichmtiller character mod q and 1 is

a character with conductor not divisible by pq (allcharacters are assumed primitive).

It is well known that Lr(s,X«l) has a power series expression, say

.f(X,xro): )i:oaiXi,
whose coefficients a"; are integers of the field Qr(I) generated by the values of ;g over

the field of p-adtc numbers.

By the Ferrero-washington theorem l2l, there exists an index 7 such that

a, is prime to p. The least such index is called the 2-invariant of f (X,1ar) and de-

noted by )":),x. Observe that,t is characterized by the statement

(1) ).=heao=ari...Ear,-rz0 (modp)'

where å denotes a positive integer and p is the maximal ideal of the integer ring

of Qrg). Another characterization of the .l-invariant is given in the present note;

see the theorem in Section 2. This has proved useful in some problems concerning tr.

2. To formulate the theorem, we introduce the necessary notation and record

some preliminary facts.

Let us write the conductor of the character 1 in the form

fx: d or dq, (d,P): l.

For n=0, denote by ,l'" the multiplicative gfoup of those residue classes a*dqp"Z
for which a=l (mod dq). Let yn(a) denote the image of a+dctp"Z under the

canonical projection (zldqp"Z)*-f,. Since .l', is generated by y,(1*dq)-t, we

see that the set In:{a€Z: O-.a<dqp", (a,dp):1tt can be partitioned into the

subsets
Iny: {aQIn: y,(a): y,(l+dd-k}, k: O, ...,P"-1.

The power series /(X,1ar) is defined by the congruences

f(X, xe)) = Z';;' cnr,(l + X1k (mod (1 + X)n" - 1),
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where the coeffi.cients cn1, &ta integers of Qrfu) having the following expressions:

1\,
"no: -WF Zoe r-naY(a)

(see [5,§ 7.21; cf. also [3] where the definition of f(X,1ar) differs from the pre-
sentone bya factor 1/2). Note that the coeffi.cients of f(x,ya) canbe given ex-
plicitly as follows:

(2)

(3) §,0

this will be verifled by
Ino and write

Since

aj ZI;'f) r"r (mod p), .i 0, ..., r)n- I.

Now letb be a positive integer prime to dtrt.For n:=0 an

s,o _ _ 2,(rnr<x@)l#1, r;,,) - zIT
where [eJ denotes the largest integer 

= 
2.

d k, .i:0, . . ., p" - l, set

(r)sno,

Theorem. Let n>0 and l=h=p".
(i) If ),>h, then Zf;):7<ut:...=TI2r=0(modp).
(ii) If Tt")=T{d=...=Io9r=0 and X(b)b*l (mod p), then Å=h.
Note that the expression of ,:f') is integral, contrary to that of ar. This makes

the theorem suitable for the computation of ,1. In fact, Ernvall has carried out such
computations by using a similar result which may be regarded as a preliminary
version of the above theorem (see [l]). we point out that in that version, proved
for p>2 only, the definition of Tf is slightly different and the restriction imposed
on å is stronger (the present assumption aboat h being the natural one). The fotlowing
proof is completely different; its key idea goes back to the author's article [4] con-
cerning the estimation of )" from above. This shows, conversely, that the present
theorem also plays an important role in this estimation result.

3. For the proof of the theorem, we keep z>0 fixed. we extend the preceding
definition of I,e for all k€Z by taking l,*:fo* whenever k:-m(modp,). Choose
t(Z stchthat

y"(b) : y,(l*dq)-', 0 =, < p"-1.

The crucial formula of the proof reads

brno-X@)-tcn,k*tt k- 0, ..,)l) -1;
an argument similar to14, Lemma U. Indeed, let arunthrough

ba: ctqpnt#l*,..

y*(r) : yo(ba) : T,,(l + dq)-o-,,
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we find that ro runs through -Io,o*r. Hence we may write

cn,k+t: -# Zne r^urol(ro),

and the right-hand side of (3) becomes

- # Z a € r n* (bax@) - r 
"x@)-' x?,)) : - # Z o e r nx 

(ba - r,) x@)'

This proves the claim.
It follows from (3) that

(4) ri@t : b Z{;'(1)"*-r<t)-'Z{;'(r)",,o-, (.r: 0, ...,p'-r).

By (2), the first sum on the right-hand side is congruent to a, (mod p). As for the

second sum, we show that

(5) Z{;'ff)r,,*., = a,- }l:ld,a, (modp)

(i:0,...,P"-1), where the coefficients drate rational integers.

We useinduction on 7'. First observe that, as a function of lc, c,o is periodic

with period p'. For 7-0 the left-hand side of (5) equals

Z{:r' cn,k+t: Z{;' cn1, - as (modp).

Let i>1. As usual, ttt (rOJ:0 if O=k<j. Making use of the identity

( ; ) : z;:off) (, : ) : (r,) + z'"::,(i,) (, : ),
valid for all non-negative fr and /, we obtain

z';;' (or) ",**, 
: zI\' ( ; ) "^,o*,- z'*:l(r: ) z{;' (*) "*.,.

Like c,p, also the binomial 
"o.m"i"rt (fJ modulo p is periodic with period po

(apply the above identity and note that j and n are positive). Therefore, by the
induction hypothesis,

z{;' (or) ".*., = ot - Z'.:t(t - ) @,- )i:! d1,a1) (mod p)

with dtu<Z. This gives us (5).

From (4) and (5) we conclude that

TID = (b * y(b)-L)a1+ x(b)-r Zil d,o, (mod p)

(i:0, ..., p"- 1). By comparing this with (l) we easily infer the theorem.
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